
July August 1940 
 

 

Reinforcements 

 

Italy  Milan  MAR  Marines (4-3) 

 

Japan  Tokyo  BB  “Yamato” (to const pool) 

  Osaka  GARR  27 (5-1) 

  Hiroshima NAV2  B5N2 “Kate” 

 

Germany   BB  “Bismark” 

  Stettin  2xRaider “Stier”, “Hansa” 

  Vienna  FTR2  Bf 109E7 

  Berlin  INF  LXXIV (5-3) 

    2xPilot 

 

 

C/wealth London  HQ(I)  Alexander 6(4)2 

  Belfast  LND2  Battle Sub-hunter 

  Halifax  ASW 

    Pilot 

 

France  Paris  INF  X (6-3) 

    MTN  Morocco (5-4) 

    GARR  VI (6-1) 

 

China  ChungKing Warlord (5-2) 

  Kunming Warlord (4-2) 

    MIL  Kunming (2-2) 

 

Russia  Vitebsk  FTR2  I-17 

  Odessa  LND3  Pe-2 

  Kiev  INF  2 (5-4) 

  Moscow HQ(I)  Yeremenko 6(3)2 

    Pilot 

 

USA  New York NAV3  Mariner 

  Los Angeles SUB (to const pool) 

    Pilot 

 

The disturbances in China continue as more disruption is reported near HangChow. 

 

 

Lending Resources 

 

The Commonwealth continues to send oil trucks up the Burma Road – while the Kunming factory is 

still operating Whitehall will help General Kai Shek in his desperate attempts to hold China against 

the Japanese. 

 

 



Italian troops in North Africa, on hearing of Italy’s 

entry into the war, salute Il Duce 

Initiative Axis dr = 1(+2)  Allies dr = 9  Axis challenge 

  Axis dr = 7(+1)  Allies dr = 8  Allies went first last turn, Axis win 

 

  Axis choose to take the initiative 

 

 

Impulse 1 (Axis) Clear skies over France  

 

Weather dr = 4  F, F, F, F, F, F (1) 

 

Declarations of War Italy – v – France and the Commonwealth 

   US Entry 7 dr = 9 so no effect 

 

With Fall Gelb perhaps fatally delayed, 

German convinces its Tripartite Pact 

partner to help by joining the war 

against Britain and France.  Mussolini 

does not need much encouragement 

as he sees the French Alpine border 

troops to be second rate garrison units.  

While the British pose more of a 

threat, the Regia Marina seems to have 

assured Il Duce that the Royal Navy 

cannot take on the Italian and German 

fleets and still counter the U-boats and 

raiders.  For some reason the US public 

and Congress are unaffected by this 

massive escalation of the conflict that 

threatens to engulf the world. 

 

Overjoyed at German support for their 

territorial claims over Rumania, the 

Hungarians decide to join the Germans 

in their war against the West.  Prime 

Minister Count Teleki and Foreign 

Minister Csaky travel to Berlin where 

they sign an agreement to join the 

Tripartite Pact.  Although apparently 

seeing the Italian entry into the war as 

non-threatening, the US is alarmed at 

Hungary being an active participant on 

the Axis side.  (US Entry 3, 2 rolled) 

 

The Japanese Combined Cavalry Corps sweeps through HangChow on its way to Nanking, clearing 

the rabble from the streets with only a slight delay. 

 

South west of Wuhan, the great events of the past few months have left two Chinese units isolated.  

Although the Allied commanders expect the Japanese to reduce them by air power, this is not the 

way of the Samurai.  Careless of casualties, the Japanese attack from three sides, aided once again 

by squadrons of “Nates”.  At the end of the conflict, the Shanghai militia has been wiped out and the 

17
th

 Infantry Corps has been shattered beyond repair (the lack of a retreat path forces the survivors 



 “Cicognas” of the Regia Aeronautica returns to base at Bardia after 

the failure of the surprise attack on Alexandria. 

to surrender).  One Japanese unit, the 28
th 

Garrison Corps, is lost, but the Japanese High Command is 

pleased as the elimination of the pocket frees several corps. 

 

Italy enters the war with a port attack on Malta by “Gabbiano” flying boats.  From their base in 

Cagliari harbour, the single engine planes fly to Malta and catch a group of troopships unawares, 

sinking all of them.  The Royal Engineers appear to be trapped in the Mediterranean.  Luckily for the 

dozens of frontline submarines based in Valetta, the reinforced concrete pens do their job brilliantly. 

 

Seven heavy cruisers of the Regia Marina enter the Eastern Mediterranean but are unable, despite 

the perfect conditions, to locate a single British vessel. 

 

Fiat BR “Cicogna” 

bombers fly from Bardia 

to strike Wavell’s 

headquarters in 

Alexandria.  Despite 

complete surprise 

(Wavell had not yet 

been informed of the 

declaration of war) 

nothing is achieved.   

Strong oaths are heard 

from Graziani’s rooms 

when the news is 

passed to him.  

 

In the mountains north of Turin, the first troops know of Italy’s entry into the war is the sight of 

Macchi C.300 “Saettas” strafing their positions.  As the Italian assault  begins the XLII Infantry 

attempts to retreat but is annihilated by the highly trained and acclimatised Alpini Corps, who 

advance along the mountain paths into France.  Nothing stands between the crack mountain troops 

and the factory city of Lyons. 

 

 

 

Goering persuades Hitler that, with clear skies over Europe, the Luftwaffe can provide the 

opportunity to deal the Allies a crushing blow.  He receives permission to strip the arsenals of 

Western Europe on the eve of Operation “Himmelschreck” 



stockpiled bombs and supplies (9OP) and launches virtually every plane capable of ground attack in 

Operation “Himmelschreck”. 

 

The Belgian air force (all that is left of the Belgian armed forces) scrambles to try to protect the 

British in Antwerp, but the Italian made Fiat CR 42s are no match for the Bf 109E2s and they are 

easily shot down, although the pilots are rescued.  With fighters out of the way, the Ju87B dive 

bombers quickly reduce the defenders of Antwerp to a disorganised rabble. 

 

The Armee de L’Air has only one fighter group with the range to intercept: the Paris based twin 

engine Potez 631 fighters.   It is decided, however, that it would be suicidal to send these against the 

Messerschmitts, so German control of the skies is complete. 

 

All along the front the effect of the unopposed air attacks is devastating.  From Lille to the Maginot 

Line, French forces are in disarray.  The success of “Himmelschreck” exceeds even Goering’s 

expectations.  Of the major units, only Pretelat’s headquarters and the XIV Armoured Corps remain 

able to manoeuvre.  Elsewhere, squadrons of Ju86G, Ju87B, He III and Ju88A1 bombers, together 

with 500 ME 110C fighter bombers, demoralise the troops on the ground.  Nearly 60% of the French 

army is affected. 

 

Seeing the success of the Luftwaffe, OKH gives von Rundstedt permission to use even more of the 

strategic reserve (3OP) to launch one critical attack.  The last of the bombers (some long range 

Dorniers), escorted by the workhorse Messerschmitts, join the attack.  Sensing the danger, the Royal 

Air Force releases the fighters it has been holding in reserve and adds several hundred Fairey Battles 

to the battle.  Although outnumbered two to one, the “Emils” manage to escort the Dorniers 

through the fighter screen.  The Fairey Battles also get through, apparently unopposed, which is 

fortunate for the plucky pilots as the outclassed Battles would be easy prey to the Messerschmitts. 

 

On the ground, the “Hermann Goering” armoured division leads the attack, taking heavy losses in 

the process (2BP).  But the OKH gamble has paid off.  The British XIV motorised corps is thrown back 

to join Gort on the coast, and V infantry is destroyed.   XLVI Mechanised corps advances adjacent to 

the undefended city of Lille.  With most of the French forces unable to move as a result of the 

devastating air assault, the situation looks grim. 

 

 

Western Europe after 

the German air 

onslaught.  The French 

Army is crippled, the 

BEF hugs the coast, Lille 

is exposed, while the 

Wehrmacht and 

Luftwaffe are ready to 

continue the attack.  

Note the Alpini Corps in 

the south, moving 

through the mountains 

towards an undefended 

Lyon. 



TB-3 bombers 

prepare for the 

long flight to 

Hiroshima, where 

they will perform 

the first strategic 

bombing of the 

war 

 

 

As if this display of Luftwaffe power were not enough, French agents in Germany report that brand 

new squadrons of Messerschmitts are arriving from Vienna, and that Reggiane Re2000 fighters with 

Hungarian markings have been sighted landing at Belgian airbases. 

 

 

Impulse 2 (Allies) The Russian Bear awakes! 

 

Declarations of War USSR – v – Japan 

  US Entry 17, dr = 6 therefore 2 chits removed from Japanese pool 

 

In a brief press release, Stalin announces that the USSR is now at war with Japan.  He mentions 

solidarity with his Communist brothers, but a shocked world community suspects that he is alarmed 

by the success of the Japanese campaign in China and wishes to prevent their total conquest of the 

country. 

 

Japan is taken completely unawares by the sudden declaration of war by the USSR.  No preparations 

have been made to defend the sea lanes off the Siberian coast, and the homeland is defenceless 

against air attack.  To make matters worse, the success of the Chinese campaign has encouraged the 

Japanese High Command to reward the commanders with reinforcements and supplies at the cost of 

Manchuria and Korea.   

 

The Russians are rewarded immediately for the surprise attack.  Submarines operating in the China 

Sea and the Sea of Japan sink nearly 1,000,000 tonnes of shipping (2 tankers and 3 convoy points) 

and manage to frighten another 50 vessels sufficiently to make their captains run for safety.  Japan’s 

industry will be barely able to operate this summer. 

 

As if this were not enough, hundreds of TB-3 bombers appear over Hiroshima, and the bombing 

raids drastically slow the preparations of two units who are undergoing training in the city.  It will be 

an extra two months before the 1
st

 Engineering Division and the 23 Infantry Corps are ready for 

active duty. 

 

 

Mongolian cavalry move into Russia, moving along the Trans-Siberian railway.  The 3
rd

 Mechanised 

Corps leads the 2
nd

 Siberian Infantry and the 2
nd

 Cavalry in an attack on Harbin that sees the 

defending Manchurian territorials eliminated, for minimal losses (2
nd

 Siberian takes 2BP).  The 



HMS “Illustrious” leaves London and heads into the North Sea  

mountains west of Vladivostok are cleared by Zhukov and his Army of Siberia, but the defenders 

escape to Korea. 

 

The French move the few mobile units available to cover the gaps appearing in the front.  The 

Morocco Mountain corps and the X Infantry, two of the best units available, occupy Lille and vow to 

defend the city to the death.   XLIII Infantry blocks the Alpini in the southern mountains while the 

Senagalese militia guard Lyon.   

 

Pretelat marches east with his headquarters unit and manages to re-organise a few demoralised 

units. 

 

The British Admiralty is in turmoil following the sudden entry of Italy to the conflict.  Cables are sent 

across the world, ordering naval ships to power up and head to sea.  At the same time hundreds of 

cargo vessels are advised to alter course, and many make for sanctuary in ports of Bombay, Lagos, 

Gibraltar, Cape Town and Freetown.  The Mediterranean is quickly empty of Commonwealth 

merchantmen, and ships start to make the long haul around the Cape of Good Hope. 

 

Britain’s allies shoulder their share of the burden as Polish convoys leave Plymouth and Danish ships 

empty from Reykjavik harbour in Iceland, heading for the ocean off Cape Verde, while the Belgian 

merchant fleet is sent to the Azanian Sea. 

 

Defence is not neglected.  An anti-submarine air unit (Battles just fitted with specialist sonar and 

depth charge equipment) rebases to Plymouth.  Squadrons of “Beaufort” naval attack aircraft are 

sent to patrol the Faeroes. 

 

Canada sends two escort groups to protect convoys in the North Atlantic, and the entire Home Fleet 

sails to the North Sea to blockade Kiel and be ready to support the ground forces in Europe.  

Freighters leave Trincomalee for the Persian Gulf – supply must be maintained to Wavell in Egypt. 

 

A task force led by the carrier 

“Furious” takes up station in 

the Bay of Biscay, and the 

carrier “Illustrious” leaves 

London to join the Home Fleet 

in the North Sea.  

Unfortunately the only carrier 

planes available are 

antiquated “Nimrods” – the 

pilots are understandably 

nervous against taking this 

antique single seater bi-plane 

up against modern aircraft. 

 

In addition, many individual 

ships are sent to patrol the sea 

areas around India and Africa, 

conscious of the raider threat 

from the “Pinguin”, now in 

Mogadishu.   

 



HMS “Trident” leaves 

Valetta harbour for the 

Eastern Mediterranean.  

Several T-class submarines 

based in Malta will terrorise 

Italian coastal shipping. 

The Italians off North Africa appear too strong for the overstretched Mediterranean fleet.   

Submarines from Malta, however, still remembering the horror of the surprise flying boat attack that 

sank every troopship in Valetta harbour, look for vengeance off the Italian Coast.   

 

Unfortunately for them, the coastal steamers are hugging the shore and they have no success.  In 

the Eastern Mediterranean the submarines have more luck, sinking the cargo ships that are 

Graziani’s link to the supply depots of Italy 

 

The BEF is not forgotten.  In a display of speed and versatility, the “Queen Mary” and “Queen 

Elizabeth” leave Plymouth, pick up Alexander’s headquarters corps from London, and unload it at 

Calais - the BEF will not be trapped in Belgium.  Although this leaves the precious ships vulnerable, 

they intend to be refuelled by Alexander and then make it safely back to Plymouth while the Home 

Fleet controls the North Sea.  To provide more air cover for the troops, the RAF strips Spitfires from 

the north of the country and sends them to Kent.   

 

Alexander does refuel the Queens, easing some anxiety in London, and also provides enough 

supplies to get the XIV Motorised ready for combat.  Gort also expends his stockpiles to raise morale 

in Antwerp.   Although a German attack is considered unlikely, the Royal Navy orders the battleships 

“Nelson”, “Rodney” and “Valiant” to leave the main fleet and sail close inshore, ready to lend 

support with their guns if necessary. 

 

 

Impulse 3 (Axis) The Dutch are attacked, Japan surrenders 

 

Weather dr = 6  F, F, F, St, F, F (1) 

 

Declaration of War Germany – v – Netherlands  

  US Entry 3 dr = 5 so no effect 

 

The Dutch are completely unprepared for a modern war – 100 years of peace 

have resulted in serious lack of funds for the army and air force, though the 

Koninklijke Marine has a respectable number of ships, if a bit antiquated.  The 

Chief of the General Staff, General Winkelman has only a handful of troops 

armed with inadequate weapons to hold the entire country.  Nevertheless, 

natural defensive positions aid the Dutch and, like the Belgians, they hope 

that France and Britain will come to their rescue. 

 

The I Infantry Corps is in Amsterdam, together with the air force, mainly Fokker D.XXI monoplanes 

(still manufactured with wooden wings).  In the harbour are the cruisers “Sumatra” and “Java”, 

together with the light cruisers “Tromp” and “Heemskerck”.  A few tankers and cargo ships are also 

in Amsterdam while more tankers are in Rotterdam. 

General Winkelman 



Watched by Stalin, Japanese Foreign 

Minister Matsuoka signs the surrender 

document ceding the whole of Manchuria to 

the USSR.  The attached Neutrality Pact will 

ensure that Japan can continue its war in 

China without Russian intervention 

 

In the Far East, Batavia is held by a territorial unit.  The Royal Dutch Navy has considerable presence 

in the Indies, led by Admiral Doorman’s cruiser “De Ruyter”.  A number of first line submarines are 

available to the Admiral, who also has responsibility for a group of troopships and a large number of 

tankers and other merchantmen (3 tankers and 3 convoy points).  A desperate attempt is being 

made to mobilise a militia unit in Amsterdam.  It is more likely that the Batavia militia will be able to 

complete its training. 

 

While the world was surprised by Russia’s unprovoked declaration of war on Japan, there is 

amazement at Japan’s response – complete surrender.  Japanese Foreign Minister Matsuoka travels 

to Vladivostok where a surrender document is signed, handing over the whole of Manchuria to the 

USSR.  In addition a Neutrality Pact is signed, which will prevent war between the two nations for a 

period (though it is suspected that if either country feels it has numerical superiority on the border 

this piece of paper will be torn up).   The Russians feel they have no option but to accept the 

surrender, although this throws their whole military build up program into turmoil.  The Red Army’s 

vision of dozens of militia corps springing up across the country is put on hold. 

 

In Europe, more bombers leave German and Belgian airfields to harass the Allies and spread more 

chaos.  The results are mixed, but a powerful French cavalry unit is effectively out of action and the 

British IV Motorised in Antwerp is immobilised. 

 

Italy rushes cargo ships (protected by the cruisers “Garibaldi” and “Bari”) to provide vital supplies to 

Balbo and Graziani in North Africa.  

 

Back in Europe, Dornier 17s are detected approaching the French troops in Belgium.  D510s are 

scrambled but they are no match for the 500 Messerschmitt  E4 and F1 fighters that are escorting 

the German bombers.  The French planes are quickly shot out of the sky (though the pilots 

parachute to safety) and the Dorniers hit the ground forces to assist the German encirclement 

operation.  LeO 451 bombers that were in the air to assist the French in a counter-attack are 

reluctantly recalled, leaving the French infantry without any support.   

 

The German plan works almost perfectly – the slow moving French units are unable to react to the 

swift manoeuvring and although they fight well, are forced to surrender en masse.  The loss of the 

XII Infantry, the Paris militia and a small anti-tank unit shakes the French General Staff.  The only 



drawback for the Germans is the heavy casualties (2BPS) taken by the lead armour unit (XLI 

Armoured Corps). 

 

 

 

 

 

No air power is wasted on the Dutch.  The overwhelming numerical superiority of the Wehrmacht 

allows them to virtually ignore the defenders and march straight into Amsterdam.  The air force is 

caught on the ground and the militia still in its barracks.  With no loss to the attackers, the Dutch 

armed forces in Europe simply vaporise. 

 

The Royal Netherlands Navy is more fortunate.  Although the “Sumatra” is detected before she can 

escape, her commander manages to scuttle the cruiser before she is captured.  HNLMS “Java” joins 

the British at Scapa Flow, while the light cruiser “Heemskerck” escorts a large group of merchant 

ships to Gibraltar.  Even the “Tromp”, still in the later stages of construction, manages to sail from 

Amsterdam to Glasgow. 

 

Despite the “Vals” again failing to disrupt the defenders of Si-An, General Umezu, perhaps 

encouraged by the Vladivostok peace talks, orders an assault on the Communist stronghold.  The 

attack is repulsed with heavy losses to both sides (Mao HQ 3BP, Umezu HQ 4BP).  Mao is relieved – 

with many Japanese units exhausted, he believes Si-An to be safe for a few months. 

 

Japanese cavalry, once again given the thankless task of removing peasant roadblocks and 

barricades, get an unpleasant surprise south of Shanghai when the strength of the opposition is such 

that the unit must stop to rest as its men and horses are worn out. 

 

It appears the Japanese High Command has a direct link to OKH as the plan of attack southeast of 

ChungKing is a mirror copy of the recent German attack south west of Brussels.  First the Ki-27 

fighters brush aside the defending I-16s, allowing the G3M2 “Nells” a clear run over the battlefield.  

The rapid collapse of the Dutch allows German infantry (the mobile units are committed further 

south) a relatively easy march into Amsterdam through undefended villages and towns 



Infantry rush a Type 92 “Daitai Ho” 

(Battalion Artillery) howitzer to a 

forward position as part of the 

successful assault on Si-An.  The troops 

wear special harnesses and carry 

ammunition in wicker backpacks.  

Japanese mobility is causing mounting 

concern to the Kuomintang. 

Then the more mobile Japanese units encircle the powerful defenders who, although they fight 

bravely, are soon cut off and forced to lay down their arms.  No Japanese losses are recorded but the 

6
th

 Nationalist Army and a ChungKing militia unit are no more.  ChungKing is now overlooked from 

two sides. 

 

Expecting the clear weather to continue, OKW releases more stockpiled supplies to von Bock and 

von Rundstedt (9OP), allowing them to recommence attacks. 

 

 

Impulse 4 (Allies) Chinese attack debacle 

 

As expected, the “Queens” dash from Calais, glad to be out of range of the German bombers.  Other 

troopships drop off a militia unit raised in London.  Once again the Royal Navy protects the BEF, 

huddled on the coast.  The “Ramillies”, “Warspite” and “Revenge”   are detailed for close shore 

support. 

 

The entire French Mediterranean fleet sails against the Italians in the Eastern Med.  Although this is 

risky, the French hope their presence will make it easier for the British to attack the Italians. 

 

Georges resupplies an infantry corps and an anti-tank unit.  It is now clear that the major threat is 

the German armour and mechanised units, not the mass of infantry.  But can the crippled French 

Army react fast enough to the new Blitzkrieg style of warfare? 

 

With Manchuria now a Russian possession, an engineer unit rails to Chita, on its way to Mukden to 

modify the factories for production of Russian equipment. 

 

The Communist partisans in the Foo Chow forests, now faced with 3 corps of regular troops, retreat 

into the mountains. 

 

Facing disaster, the Kuomintang decides to go on the offensive.  Unfortunately the attack is only 

half-hearted and the probing Nationalists are dealt a sharp lesson by the Japanese.  The Kunming 

militia is wiped out and the 14
th

 Army takes some losses (1BP).  The Japanese 12
th

 Army takes heavy 

punishment (2BP) but remains on the battlefield. 

 

 

Impulse 5 (Axis)  Si-An falls, French losses mount 

 

The Communists are abruptly reminded that the Japanese also are a threat to them.  A second 

attack on Si-An sees the city fall.  A cavalry corps is lost trying to block access to the city, and Mao’s 

own headquarters unit barely escapes (a further 1BP loss, now suffered 4BP loss) to the west.   A 

garrison unit being equipped in the city is destroyed.  The Japanese suffer for their success – the 2
nd

 

Army is annihilated in the attack.  Obviously the fate of the Chinese Communists does not worry the 

West as there is no reaction in the world press to the fall of the city (US Entry 4, 7 rolled). 

 



 

 

Seeing the Chinese exhausted after their disastrous attempt to clear the mountains east of Kunming, 

several mountain units launch an attack south west of ChungKing.  It goes badly for the IJA, with a 

mountain division eliminated and 1
st

 Mountain corps taking casualties (1BP).  The Chinese hold, their 

only losses being in a 40mm anti-air unit (3BP). 

 

Graziani’s army marches further east, with Balbo’s headquarters bringing up the rear.  The lead units 

are now 800 kilometres inside Egypt, only 200 kilometres from the British forces. 

 

 

 

Southwest of Lille, German success continues as the 

Hungarian fighters force back the Potez fighter 

bombers.  On the ground, the Metz militia and the XVIII 

Cavalry Corps both vanish as they attempt a mobile 

defence against the German Panzers, who suffer no 

loss. 

 

 Further east, at the end of the Maginot, Pretelat’s 

headquarters is too slow to escape the swift moving 

Germans.  An infantry corps holds its ground, however, 

despite being hit by waves of JU88A1 bombers, with 

500 Me 109 and 110 fighters strafing the battlefield.  

As a result, the attackers are blocked, with many 

PanzerJaeger 1s destroyed in the fighting (2BP). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Italy, keen to support its Axis partner, attacks in the Alps, achieving a Pyrrhic victory.  The XLI 

Garrison is defeated, but the Alpini lose heavily (3BP).  They will be unable to participate further in 

the campaign until reinforced and resupplied. 

 

 

Impulse 6 (Allies) French appear in shock 

 

The Royal Navy sends every ship possible to the Eastern Med, but cannot locate the Italian fleet.  The 

submarines off the Italian coast have better luck, sinking the local shipping which, in addition to 

carrying Sardinian minerals to the mainland, is also part of Graziani’s lifeline. 

 

Although the French manage to throw back 

this attack, General Pretelat’s headquarters 

is caught on the road by the fast moving 

German motorised units.  The slow, horse 

drawn supply and ammunition wagons 

have no chance to escape the devastating 

combination of air and tank attacks 



Eager to assist, Dutch tankers and cargo ships leave Batavia and sail west, intending to join the 

overstretched convoys in the sea lanes around the Cape of Good Hope.  The “De Ruyter” 

accompanies them.  Dutch troopships head north west to India to pick up more troops for North 

Africa. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fresh battleships are sent to assist the BEF, this time the “Malaya” and “Resolution”.  Although the 

battleships have not been called on to fire in support of the ground troops, the Admiralty is assured 

that the deterrence of the big guns has saved many lives.  

 

The battleship “New York” leaves San Francisco for Hawaii. 

 

The French Army appears in shock.  Few units can move but those that can struggle to block the 

blitzkrieg in the north.  In what turns out to be a disastrous move, a garrison unit vacates Paris.  The 

French consider the capital is only vulnerable to an airborne attack, and are confident of their ability 

to repulse the only German parachute unit, II Para. 

 

Zhukov entrains his headquarters and moves from Vladivostok along the Trans-Siberian railway 

before changing trains and heading south to Ashqarab. 

 

Mao is reinforced by the 5
th

 Garrison Army as the Communists pull back west.  The Lan Chow militia 

which has been sitting idle in the city is ordered to take up defensive positions in the mountains to 

the north east. 

 

Cheng-Tu militiamen take up positions the ChungKing mountains. 

 

The “De Ruyter” (shadowed by the destroyer “Van Galen”) escorts freighters from Batavia on 

their way to Africa.  The Royal Navy is grateful for Allied support as it is at full stretch covering 

the vastly lengthened convoy lanes necessitated by Italian entry to the war. 



 

Impulse 7 (Axis) Disaster in France – Paris falls 

 

Weather dr = 1  F, F, F, F, F, F 

 

Japanese forces take advantage of the retreating Communists to move forward, although one 

garrison unit stumbles into a heavily sabotaged area that halts it for the rest of the month.  The 

partisans in the south are now under threat once again. 

 

This does not mean that the IJA abandons its efforts to wipe out organised resistance to the 

occupation of China.  For the first time, the use of poison gas is revealed.  During yet another attack 

on Mao, the 5
th

 Garrison Army is eliminated and the few survivors tell of Japanese planes trailing 

clouds of mist that killed everyone who breathed it.  The world is shocked at this blatant breach of 

the Geneva Convention. (US Entry 8, dr=4).  Even with this advantage the Japanese struggle to 

mount an attack and with virtual parity in numbers they are once again beaten back, with another 

infantry corps (11
th

) lost. 

 

South east of Kunming the Japanese try to gain more avenues of attack on the city.  This attack fares 

worse than before (probably as the troops are exhausted from continual fighting) and the SNLF, 

while remaining at the front, is for practical purposes unfit for combat duties (4BP).  The Chinese 14
th

 

Army, in comparison, takes minimal casualties (1BP). 

 

In southern France, the Italians move forward, occupying Nice. 

 

Angered at the resistance of the British, OKH orders von Leeb to take Antwerp, despite the presence 

of the battleships “Resolution” and “Malaya” close to the coast.  The attack starts well, as Me 109s 

shoot down several squadrons of brand new Blenheim Mk IV bombers (the pilots are rescued and 

repatriated).  But the much maligned Harrows manage to get through, thanks to the efforts of the 

accompanying Spitfires.  An 88mm anti-air unit manages to disrupt the bombing but not enough to 

prevent active assistance to the defenders.  As a result of the naval and air bombardment, the attack 

is halted on the outskirts of the city, although the 2
nd

 Division is wiped out.  German losses are much 

higher, with the entire XXXIII Corps lost.  

 

British infantry on the 

outskirts of Amsterdam 

prepare to repulse von 

Leeb’s assault.  Although 

armed with only Brens and 

short magazine Lee 

Enfields, they will throw 

back the German assault 

(assisted by the Royal 

Navy in the form of shore 

bombardment from the 

battleships “Resolution” 

and “Malaya”) 



West of the Ardennes, General Georges and XXX Infantry are caught by yet another encirclement 

operation and lay down their arms, with only token casualties taken by the 4
th

 Motorised Division 

(1BP). 

 

 

 

 

North East of Paris, however, the decisive battle of the campaign is being fought.  General Billotte 

and a militia unit from the Marseille area attempt to block the roads to Paris but are attacked by the 

8
th

 Panzer Army and V Infantry Corps, together with the obligatory air support.  The Germans elect 

to drive a spearhead through the defenders, taking advantage of the clear terrain.  The attack is for 

once, successful beyond expectation.  The few survivors of the militia are scattered, and Billotte’s 

own unit pulls back to Lyon for rebuilding.  The exuberant 8
th

 Panzer absorbs heavy losses leading 

the attack (2BP)but still roars down the open roads to seize the undefended capital (where several 

hundred Potez 631 fighters are caught on the ground – they and their pilots are slaughtered).  The V 

Motorised  Corps holds the communication lines to army headquarters open.   

 

In what can now be seen as a brave but fairly pointless attack, the German LXXIV Corps disappears 

assaulting the Maginot Line.  The defending XIII Corps is badly damaged (2BP) but holds. 

 

 

 

But the capture of Paris has determined the fate of France and the performance of her armies is no 

longer a factor.  Despite having nearly 1 million men under arms and still able and willing to fight, 

the Government has been thrown into turmoil by the fall of the capital.  Following the series of 

defeats suffered in the past few months, the loss of Paris is the final straw.  Supreme Commander 

2 PzKpfw 1s and a PzKpfw 2 advance through a shattered village after destroying General 

George’s army.  It is mobility, not firepower, which is giving the Wehrmacht its amazing victories. 

Unlike the German army, the 

French have few dedicated 

armour or mechanised units.  

Here Renault R-35s are scattered 

among the troops holding the 

Maginot line, rather than 

forming an armoured attack 

force.  Lack of mobility proves 

fatal to the French 



Gamelin is asked “Ou est la masse de manoeuvre?”

Elysee Palace report that Berlin will soon receive an offer of

 

Turn ends on 1, 6 rolled. 

 

 

Impulse 8 (Allies) France halts hostilities

 

Declarations of War: France offers an armistice to Germany

 

The Fall of Paris has triggered a change of heart in the French government.  The Cabinet weighs up

the succession of victories won by

Himmelschrek, and contrasts it to the limited success of the French armed 

Army is still in good shape, morale among the politicians has collapsed and an envoy is sent to Berlin 

offering an armistice.  Hitler accepts the offer with alacrity, and all French units on land, air and sea 

are ordered to cease hostilities immediately, while the terms of the armistice are worked out.

 

Whitehall is horrified at the suddenness of the French

collapse.  There appears to be no immediate plan to 

modify strategy – as a result some strange decisions are 

made. 

 

A group of troopships manages to load and evacuate a 

London militia unit from Calais (although the ships will 

not berth in the harbour), but the defenders of 

Antwerp and the headquarters of 

and Gort are immobilised and cannot be rescued at this 

time.  

 

Sensing that the Italians will try to take advantage of the French decision, an Indian militia unit is 

rushed to Port Said. 

 

The Russians also appear to be building a conside

Corps is reported to unloading in Ashqarab after a long rail journey from Siberia.

 

There is nothing between the Japanese front lines and the undefended city of Cheng

Chinese cities still free of occupation, desperate measures are called for, and the 8

from ChungKing and moves to block the way.  This leaves ChungKing with a minimal garrison, but the 

Kuomintang hope the IJA is too exhausted from the continual fighting to mo

on the Nationalist capital. 

 

A fatal breakdown of communication between the Government negotiators and the 

leads the French army to not only stop fighting, but also to simply stop where they are when the 

cease fire comes into effect.  A closer inspection of the temporary armistice documents makes it 

clear that while offensive action is forbidden, manoeuvring in French held territory is still allowable.  

Unfortunately the opportunity to limit the movement of German units

result, the British will face disaster in mainland Europe.

 

Turn ends on 2, 7 rolled 

 

 

Militia from London use lifeboats to 

reach transports waiting off Calais.

Gamelin is asked “Ou est la masse de manoeuvre?” and replies “Aucune”.  Sources close to the 

will soon receive an offer of an armistice. 

France halts hostilities 

: France offers an armistice to Germany 

Fall of Paris has triggered a change of heart in the French government.  The Cabinet weighs up

the succession of victories won by the German Wehrmacht and Luftwaffe since Operation 

, and contrasts it to the limited success of the French armed forces.  Although the 

Army is still in good shape, morale among the politicians has collapsed and an envoy is sent to Berlin 

offering an armistice.  Hitler accepts the offer with alacrity, and all French units on land, air and sea 

ilities immediately, while the terms of the armistice are worked out.

suddenness of the French 

collapse.  There appears to be no immediate plan to 

as a result some strange decisions are 

A group of troopships manages to load and evacuate a 

(although the ships will 

, but the defenders of 

Antwerp and the headquarters of Generals Alexander 

and Gort are immobilised and cannot be rescued at this 

Sensing that the Italians will try to take advantage of the French decision, an Indian militia unit is 

The Russians also appear to be building a considerable force in the Middle East –

Corps is reported to unloading in Ashqarab after a long rail journey from Siberia.

There is nothing between the Japanese front lines and the undefended city of Cheng

free of occupation, desperate measures are called for, and the 8

from ChungKing and moves to block the way.  This leaves ChungKing with a minimal garrison, but the 

Kuomintang hope the IJA is too exhausted from the continual fighting to mount a full scale assault 

A fatal breakdown of communication between the Government negotiators and the 

leads the French army to not only stop fighting, but also to simply stop where they are when the 

es into effect.  A closer inspection of the temporary armistice documents makes it 

clear that while offensive action is forbidden, manoeuvring in French held territory is still allowable.  

Unfortunately the opportunity to limit the movement of German units is not taken, and as a direct 

result, the British will face disaster in mainland Europe. 

from London use lifeboats to 

reach transports waiting off Calais. 

.  Sources close to the 

Fall of Paris has triggered a change of heart in the French government.  The Cabinet weighs up 

the German Wehrmacht and Luftwaffe since Operation 

forces.  Although the 

Army is still in good shape, morale among the politicians has collapsed and an envoy is sent to Berlin 

offering an armistice.  Hitler accepts the offer with alacrity, and all French units on land, air and sea 

ilities immediately, while the terms of the armistice are worked out. 

Sensing that the Italians will try to take advantage of the French decision, an Indian militia unit is 

– the 3
rd

 Mechanised 

Corps is reported to unloading in Ashqarab after a long rail journey from Siberia. 

There is nothing between the Japanese front lines and the undefended city of Cheng-Tu.  With only 4 

free of occupation, desperate measures are called for, and the 8
th

 Army is pulled 

from ChungKing and moves to block the way.  This leaves ChungKing with a minimal garrison, but the 

unt a full scale assault 

A fatal breakdown of communication between the Government negotiators and the High Command 

leads the French army to not only stop fighting, but also to simply stop where they are when the 

es into effect.  A closer inspection of the temporary armistice documents makes it 

clear that while offensive action is forbidden, manoeuvring in French held territory is still allowable.  

is not taken, and as a direct 



Impulse 9 (Axis) The BEF collapses 

 

Weather dr = 7   F, F, F, St, F, F (1) 

 

The Japanese are beginning to believe that Mao has some sort of divine protection.  Scraping up 

every unit available, another attack is made on the Communist leader’s crippled headquarters unit.  

The Imperial Guards lead the assault and are decimated (4BP), but when the fighting is over, Mao 

remains on the battlefield.  The same cannot be said of the Si-An militia, who perished defending 

their leader.   With their home city now a forward Japanese base, they will not be replaced. 

 

If the French believe that the Armistice means that units remain where they stand, the Germans 

definitely don’t as the XLI Armour dashes across country to seize oil stocks in Nantes.  But the swift 

movement of units against the British leads to far greater success. 

 

For once the Royal Navy cannot help the troops on the ground – the commander of the Home Fleet 

has reported that his force is so weakened by continual deployment of heavy ships to shore 

bombardment duties that a sally by the Kriegsmarine could be dangerous.  All the Navy can do at the 

moment is keep supplies flowing to the BEF. 

 

XLXI Mechanised Corps (2BP) leads a small force past Lille and up the coast to hit Alexander at Calais.  

Immobilised after providing supply to other units, Alexander’s men fight well but with no retreat 

path, are forced to lay down their arms.  It is a story to be repeated often during this disastrous 

period for the British Army. 

 

At the same time, Gort and the XIV Motorised Corps are caught in open ground near Antwerp.  The 

German armour, including the DAK Armour Corps (1BP), takes full advantage of the terrain and once 

again the British are forced to surrender as they have no room to manoeuvre.  The captured men are 

heard to curse the French, rightly claiming that if only one or two units had moved to block the 

Germans, the British could have retreated into France instead of being hemmed on the coast in 

Belgium. 

 

Now only Antwerp holds – and it can only be a matter of time before it too comes under attack.  

Hitler’s decision to quickly commit his armour against the British has prevented any chance of the 

mass evacuation that was rumoured to take place through the strategic port of Dunkerque. 

 

 

 

 

Enthusiastic, Italian 

motorised troops 

head towards the 

British lines in Egypt. 

 

Although well 

equipped, lack of 

experience leads to a 

less than successful 

debut for the Italian 

mechanised units. 



The elderly (1918) HMS Emerald sh

her successful clash with the “Pinguin”.

 

The Italians also launch a “Blitzkrieg”, but with much worse luck.  A strong force, comprising t

“Libia” Mechanised Corps and the “Roma” and “Celere” Motorised Corps

the II Infantry which is supported by a Palestinian territorial unit.  The British wisely elect to retreat 

behind the Nile, and another poor attack (

heavy casualties (2BP) 

 

Turn ends on a 3, 10 rolled 

 

 

Impulse 10 (Allies) Wavell strikes back

 

For once the British are able to counter

and hits the Italian motorised units from 3 sides.  “Celere” 

with “Roma” pulls back to the Italian start line.  The Palestinian territorials fight hard and are lost, as 

well as some small components of the 1South African Corps (1BP).

 

It is now clear that the Red Army is moving forward in Europe.

Poland and reports indicate that headquarters units are moving in the rear areas.

 

Turn ends on a 4, 8 rolled 

 

 

Impulse 11 (Axis) The end of the BEF

 

With France now under control, Admiral Raeder is allowed to recommence r

Admiral Doenitz is fretting at the lack of action for his 

that with the war now nearly a year old, not one British merchant vessel has been sunk (although 

threats have led to some disruption).  This has meant that British factories have had a continuous 

supply of resources.  With the Luftwaffe tied up in supporting land attacks, British production of war 

materiel is far higher than had been expected.

 

Happier news comes from Antwerp where the final assault again sees the British forced to 

surrender.  Although taking severe damage, the British would have survived if they had somewhere 

to retreat, but with Germans on 3 sides and the sea at their back the XV Mechanised and IV 

Motorised Corps have no choice 

The Belgian cruiser “Artevelde”, partially built in the harbour, manages to flee to Glasgo

 

Turn ends on a 5, 3 rolled.  Axis went first and last so initiative to Allies 

The elderly (1918) HMS Emerald shortly after 

her successful clash with the “Pinguin”. 

The Italians also launch a “Blitzkrieg”, but with much worse luck.  A strong force, comprising t

the “Roma” and “Celere” Motorised Corps, strikes across the desert at 

the II Infantry which is supported by a Palestinian territorial unit.  The British wisely elect to retreat 

another poor attack (Danny is averaging about 13 on 3D10) sees “Libia” take 

Wavell strikes back 

For once the British are able to counter-attack.  Wavell sends troops south to loop back over the Nile 

and hits the Italian motorised units from 3 sides.  “Celere” Motorised Corps takes losses (2BP) and 

back to the Italian start line.  The Palestinian territorials fight hard and are lost, as 

well as some small components of the 1South African Corps (1BP). 

It is now clear that the Red Army is moving forward in Europe.  Several units are now well into 

Poland and reports indicate that headquarters units are moving in the rear areas.

The end of the BEF 

With France now under control, Admiral Raeder is allowed to recommence raider activity, although 

Admiral Doenitz is fretting at the lack of action for his Unterseebooten.  Anxiety is growing in Berlin 

that with the war now nearly a year old, not one British merchant vessel has been sunk (although 

ption).  This has meant that British factories have had a continuous 

supply of resources.  With the Luftwaffe tied up in supporting land attacks, British production of war 

materiel is far higher than had been expected. 

Fregattenkapitan Ernst-Felix Kruder takes his 

converted freighter out of Mogadishu harbour, 

hoping to find targets in the Indian or Pacific 

oceans.  Unfortunately for him, the light cruiser 

“Emerald” not only locates him, but 

significant surprise which leads to the “Pinguin” 

taking heavy damage.  Although he could have 

limped back to port, FK Kruder receives orders 

from Berlin to scuttle his ship 

crippled vessel wastes the rare opportunities 

given to the Kriegsmarine. 

 

Happier news comes from Antwerp where the final assault again sees the British forced to 

surrender.  Although taking severe damage, the British would have survived if they had somewhere 

rmans on 3 sides and the sea at their back the XV Mechanised and IV 

Motorised Corps have no choice but to surrender.  Attacker losses are minimal (XXVI Corps 

The Belgian cruiser “Artevelde”, partially built in the harbour, manages to flee to Glasgo

Turn ends on a 5, 3 rolled.  Axis went first and last so initiative to Allies – now even.

The Italians also launch a “Blitzkrieg”, but with much worse luck.  A strong force, comprising the 

strikes across the desert at 

the II Infantry which is supported by a Palestinian territorial unit.  The British wisely elect to retreat 

) sees “Libia” take 

attack.  Wavell sends troops south to loop back over the Nile 

es losses (2BP) and 

back to the Italian start line.  The Palestinian territorials fight hard and are lost, as 

Several units are now well into 

Poland and reports indicate that headquarters units are moving in the rear areas. 

aider activity, although 

Unterseebooten.  Anxiety is growing in Berlin 

that with the war now nearly a year old, not one British merchant vessel has been sunk (although 

ption).  This has meant that British factories have had a continuous 

supply of resources.  With the Luftwaffe tied up in supporting land attacks, British production of war 

Felix Kruder takes his 

converted freighter out of Mogadishu harbour, 

hoping to find targets in the Indian or Pacific 

oceans.  Unfortunately for him, the light cruiser 

t only locates him, but achieves 

significant surprise which leads to the “Pinguin” 

taking heavy damage.  Although he could have 

limped back to port, FK Kruder receives orders 

from Berlin to scuttle his ship – it is felt that his 

rare opportunities 

 

Happier news comes from Antwerp where the final assault again sees the British forced to 

surrender.  Although taking severe damage, the British would have survived if they had somewhere 

rmans on 3 sides and the sea at their back the XV Mechanised and IV 

es are minimal (XXVI Corps - 1BP). 

The Belgian cruiser “Artevelde”, partially built in the harbour, manages to flee to Glasgow. 

now even. 



 

 

Partisans 

 

Partisan dr = 4  Korea  Garrison = 3 Partisan No = 3 Auto failure 

  Burma  Garrison = Nil Partisan No = 2 dr = 9 Failure 

   Netherlands Garrison = 1 Partisan No = 1 Auto failure 

 

The end of summer seems to prompt an outbreak of uprisings across the world, but none have any 

chance of success except that in Burma.  The Japanese hoped for success (it would effectively cut the 

Burma Road) but despite the lack of Allied troops in the country, the insurrection never really starts. 

 

 

Production 

 

 Base 

(Resource/Oil) 

Imports Less 

Oil 

PPs Multiple BPs Trade Losses/ 

Enemy* 

Total 

BPs 

Germany 24/6 +1 5 26 .75 20 -2  18 

Italy 4/1  1 4 .75 3   3 

Japan 5/2 +1  8 1.00 8 -1  7 

     

UK 10/4 +3 3 14 .75 11  11 

Canada 2  .75 2  2 

Australia 1  .75 1  1 

India 2  .75 2  2 

France     

China 4/1  .5 3 17/1 21 

USA 22/18  .25 10 +1  11 

USSR 19/8  .5 14 +2  16 

 

*Losses: in Home Country, receive ½ of all BPS lost defending, ¼ of all BPS lost attacking 

*Enemy: receive 1BP if an enemy unit in Home Country at Production phase 

 

 

Germany On map  SE of Berlin Synthetic Oil plant (1) 

(18BP)    SW of Berlin Synthetic Oil plant (1)    (2) 

  On chart Berlin   HQ (A)  Rommel (1) 

    Dusseldorf HQ (a)  Guderian (1) 

    Vienna* 2xNAV3   F300C “Condor” (2) 

    Munich  LND3  Ju88A4 (1) 

      2xPilot (2)     (7) 

  Start  Kiel  2xSUB (1) 

    Stettin  2xCA  “Lutzow”, “Admiral Scheer” (1) 

    Cologne FTR3  Me110E (1) 

    Breslau  MECH  IX SS (2) 

    Munich  MTN  XLIX (2) 

      2xPilot (2)     (9) 

 

*LND3  Ju86G has been scrapped – the Luftwaffe has decided it is not worth continuing production 

on a plane that is clearly out of date.  This frees up production capacity at Vienna. 

 



 

Italy  On map  Milan  Synthetic Oil plant (1) 

(3BP)  Start  Rome  NAV2   Z.501 Gabbiano (1) 

    La Spezia BB  “Impero” 

      BB  “Roma” (from repair pool) (1) (3) 

 

Japan  On map  Osaka  Synthetic Oil plant (1) 

    Repair HQ (I) Umezu (4), 12 INF (2)    (7) 

 

 

USSR  On map  Repair 2 Siberian INF (2)      (2) 

(16)  On chart Vitebsk  AT  45mm (1) 

    Odessa  INF  43 (1) 

    Kiev  MOT  5 (1) 

    Moscow ARM  2 (1) 

      Pilot (1)      (5) 

  Start  Moscow MECH (h) 4 (4) 

    Leningrad CA  “Molotov” (from repair) (1) 

    Krasnodar MTN  1 (2) 

    Dnepropetrovsk LND4  Pe-8 (TB-7) (1) 

      Pilot (1)      (9) 

 

China  On map  Repair Mao HQ(I) (4), 14 INF (2)     (6) 

(21)  On chart ChungKing FTR2  P-36A “Mohawk”(1) 

      HQ(I)  Chiang Kai Shek (1) 

    Cheng-Tu ART  105mm (1)    

      Pilot  (1)    (4) 

  Start  ChungKing MIL  (2) 

      INF  1 (2) 

    Kunming MIL  (2) 

      INF   17 (1) 

    Lan Chow INF  1 (2) 

    Cheng-Tu INF  2
nd

 Cav (1)   (11) 

 

USA 

Continuing reviews of the state of the Armed Forces leads to the demobilisation of the XXXI 

Motorised Corps –  it is felt that its offensive capacity is not what is required. 

 

(11BP)  On map  Boston  TRS Shipyard (1)    (1) 

  On chart Washington BB  “North Carolina” (1) 

    Boston   TRS (1) 

      LND3  A-22 “Maryland” (1) 

    New York MOT  XXIII (1) 

    Chicago  MOT  XXXVIII (1) 

    San Francisco BB  “Wyoming” (1) 

      Pilot (1)      (7) 

  Start  San Francisco BB  “Alabama” (0) 

    New York ASW (from construction pool) (1) 

      ASW (from scratch) (1) 

      Pilot (1)      (3) 

 



C/wealth On map  NE of Liverpool Synthetic Oil plant (1) 

(11BP)    Edinburgh Synthetic Oil plant (1)    (2) 

  On chart London  LND3  Hampden (1) 

      LND3  Wellington (1) 

    Manchester FTR2  Spitfire II (1) 

    Glasgow BB  “Prince of Wales”  

      CA  “Trinidad” (1) 

    Belfast  CV  “Indomitable” (1)  (5) 

  Start  Glasgow CL  “Tromp” (Dutch – const pool) (0) 

      2xCL  “Spartan”, “Bellona” (from start) (1) 

    Plymouth  CP (1) 

    Belfast  CV  “Implacable” (from start) (1) 

      CVP1  “Swordfish” (1)   (4) 

Australia Start  Perth  TRs (from construction pool) (1) 

Canada  On chart Ottowa  MOT  1 Canadian (1) 

  Start  Halifax  ASW (from scratch) (1) 

India  On chart Calcutta MOT  4 Indian (1)  

  Start  Bombay CP (1)   

 

 

Withdrawn from combat 

 

The Axis nations decide that some units that have taken casualties will be withdrawn from combat to 

undergo refit and reinforcement. 

 

Germany Dresden XLVI MECH   (2BP) 

    PzJag1   (3BP) 

  Hamburg XXVI INF   (1BP) 

  Nurnburg DAK ARM  (1BP) 

  Liepzig  XIL ARM  (2BP) 

    4 MOT Div  (1BP) 

  Hannover VIII MECH   (2BP) 

  Stettin  HG ARM Div  (2BP)   (14BP) 

 

Japan  Nagoya  18 INF    (2BP) 

    Imperial Guard MAR (4BP) 

  Hiroshima SNLF MAR  (4BP) 

    1 MTN   (2BP)   (12BP) 

 

Italy  Genoa  “Libia” MECH  (2BP) 

  Trieste  Alpini MTN  (3BP)   (5BP) 

 

 

Peace 

 

With the temporary ceasefire nearly at an end, Hitler surprises the French Government by 

demanding that, as a precondition to the armistice agreement, Morocco be handed over to the 

Reich.  Weighed down by the impact of the series of German victories, the French accede. 



General von Bock inspects his troops in the Place de la Concorde  

Hitler and Franco in Madrid after the surprise hand over of 

Morocco to Spain.  The extra production provided by Spain is a 

welcome addition to the war economy of the Reich 

The final terms of the 

agreement see France 

divided, with the bulk of the 

country under German 

occupation (Level 4 Vichy).  

Nearly all the army is 

disbanded, with only the 

Alpine Corps, the XXIV 

Motorised Corps and a militia 

unit from Lyon, supported by 

some 75mm AT guns and LeO 

451 bombers, remaining. 

 

The fleet, which never fired a 

shot in anger, is forced to 

rebase to Marseilles. 

 

The Axis powers (with Morocco formally handed over) show no interest in France’s overseas 

possessions.  Algeria and Tunisia, together with Madagascar and some Pacific territories stay with 

the Vichy government, but all the African colonies, Syria, Indo-China and the Asian territories 

together with France’s American possessions elect to join General de Gaulle’s Free French, which has 

its capital in West Africa. 

 

At the conclusion of the 

negotiations, it becomes 

clear why Morocco was a key 

demand by Hitler.  

Simultaneous secret 

discussions have been held 

with Spain’s General Franco, 

and Germany hands over the 

North African colony to that 

country.  In return, Franco 

pledges not only raw 

materials from Spanish mines 

and farms, but also 

manufactured items from its 

factories. 

 

Churchill expected that these 

momentous occurrences 

would provoke an outcry in 

the United States, but 

reaction is muted.  (US Entry 

18, dr = 10 so only one chit to 

Ger/Italy pool).  It seems that 

for the foreseeable future, the 

Commonwealth will fight on 

alone.  

 



With the world focussed on France’s surrender, little attention is paid to the transfer of the Dutch 

Government from The Hague to London.  Queen Wilhemina proclaims that the Dutch will continue 

to fight the Germans, even though most of the remaining armed forces are in the Far East. 

 

 

Losses: July August 1940 

 

China  GARR  2 (4-1), 7 (5-1)       4BP 

  MIL  Shanghai (3-2), ChungKing (4-3), Kunming (2-2), Si-An (3-5) 8BP 

  INF 6 (4-3), 17 (3-2), 1 (5-3)      9BP 

  CAV Communist (3-4)      2BP 

  AA 40mm        4BP 

 

  Mao HQ(I) took 4BP, 14INF took 2BP 

 

  Total Chinese losses 33BP 

 

Russia  2Siberian INF took 2BP 

 

  Total Russian losses 2BP 

 

France  GARR XL1 (3-1)       2BP 

  CAV XVIII (3-5)       3BP  

  HQ(I) Pretelat (6(2)2), Georges (4(3)2)     10BP 

  INF XII (4-3), XLII (3-3), V (6-4)     9BP 

  MIL Paris (5-2), Metz (2-2), Marseilles (4-2)    6BP 

  AT 47mm        3BP 

FTR2 D510 (3-*-*-*)/3      2BP 

  FTR3 Potez 631 (3-1-3-1)/5      3BP 

  Pilot         2BP 

 

  XIII INF took 2BP 

 

  Total French losses 42BP 

 

C/wealth INF V (5-4)        3BP 

  INF Div 2 (1-4)        2BP 

  HQ(I) Gort (5(2)3), Alexander (6(4)2)     10BP 

  MOT XIV (5-4), IV (7-4)      8BP 

  MECH XV (6-6)        6BP 

  Terr Palestine (1-3)       2BP 

  LND3 Blenheim Mk IV (2-1-3-1)/14     3BP 

  TRS 1927 (0-5-0-0)4/3 (Scrapped)     5BP 

 

  Total Commonwealth losses 39BP 

 

Belgium FTR2 CR42bis (3-*-1-*)/3      2BP 

 

  Total Belgian losses 2BP 

 

 



Netherlands INF 1 (4-3)        3BP 

  FTR2 Fokker DXXI (4-1-1-1)/4      2BP 

  CA “Sumatra” (2-7-0-1)5/2      2BP 

  Pilot         2BP 

 

  Total Dutch losses 9BP 

 

TOTAL ALLIED LOSSES 127BP 

 

 

Japan  GARR 28        2BP 

INF 2 (5-3), 11 (6-3)       6BP 

  MTN  1
st

 Division (1-3)      2BP 

  Terr Manchuria (4-2)      2BP 

  3xCP         3BP 

  2xTanker        2BP 

 

  On map losses 

 

  HQ(I) Umezu         4BP 

  INF 23 (strategic bombing) (1BP), 12 (2BP)    3BP 

  GARR 28 (2BP)       2BP 

  MAR SNLF (4BP), Imperial Guard (4BP)    8BP 

  MTN 1 (2BP)        2BP 

  ENG Div1 (strategic bombing) (1BP)     1BP 

   

Total Japanese losses 37BP 

 

Germany INF XXXIII (6-4), LXXIV (5-3)      6BP 

  Raider “Pinguin” (1-10-1-0)      3BP 

 

  On map losses 

 

  ARM 8 (2BP), XLI (2BP)      4BP 

  ARM DivHG (2BP)       2BP 

  ART Div Pzjag (2BP)       2BP 

  MOT Div 4 (2BP)       2BP 

 

  In addition, Germany spent a total of 21 OPs    21BP 

 

  Total German cost 40BP 

 

Italy  2xCP         2BP 

 

  On map losses 

   

  Alpini MTN took 3BP, “Libia” MECH took 2BP    5BP 

 

  Total Italian losses 7BP 

 

TOTAL AXIS LOSSES 84BP  


